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clearly prove* Within France there was a strong and grow-
ing party which felt that Delcasse had been pursuing an
adventurous and dangerous imperialist policy; he was in-
volving the risk of war with the Sultan of Morocco, and
even with Germany, at a time when France was unprepared
from a military point of view and weakened by the defeats
of her Russian ally. This party, which included the French
Ambassador in Berlin,147 wanted to yield to Germany's pro-
posal for a conference, even though it meant the humilia-
tion and the probable resignation of Delcasse as Minister
of Foreign Affairs. This also was the feeling of M. Rouvier,
the Prime Minister, and eventually of a majority of the
Cabinet.
On April 26, M. Rouvier dined with Prince Raclolm at
the Gorman Embassy, and told him with evident emotion
that under no circumstances would he wish to see trouble
between Germany and France; that the French people in-
clined much more to the German than to the English side,
though there were foolish irresponsible patriots who
preached revanche. France and Germany must stand to-
gether and preserve the peace of the world. So long as he
was at the head of affairs, this would be his purpose. As
far as Morocco was concerned, he guaranteed that there
would be no change in the status quo and no limitation on
the commerce of foreign nations, "It is impossible and it
would be criminal/* he concluded, with great emotion, "that
the two countries which are called to come to an under-
standing and draw closer to one another should quarrel—
and that simply on account of Morocco!" M. Rouvier's
remark had all the more significance from the fact that a
few minutes before the dinner, Prince Radolin had been
informed by a person in M, Rouvier's confidence that "the
Prime Minister by no means identified himself with Del-
, since he knew that the English navy did not run on
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